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Message from the President
Greetings everyone,

I trust you are all well in these strange times and 
hope that friends and family beyond our protected 
borders are safe and well too. Who knows how long 
this will last; life as we knew it will not be the same 
for a while yet. Like other trying times in history, we 
will need to learn to live with this virus, make the 
best of it for now and appreciate the freedoms we 
enjoy, knowing others cannot.

It is encouraging to see teams training well despite 
the interruptions and uncertainty in the season, 
even better to see them with most, if not all, their 
skaters with which the year began. Here in Western 
Australia, our club has been afforded a great 
opportunity denied to many other interstate teams. 
Our skaters have both the time and freedom to train 
and practise and work on individual skills as well as 
together in your teams. Critical to a team’s success is 
being able to work together in harmony and that can 
only be gained by spending time together both on 
and off the ice.

I also know many skaters continue to strive for higher 
test levels – well done, and it is to be encouraged 
across all divisions.

With recent developments in other states and the 
sustained closure of our state border, it is very 
unlikely the ISA Nationals Championships will 
be held this year. Regardless of any decision made 
by ISA, the club will not be nominating teams for 
any national or international competitions this 
season. We will instead focus our sights on next 
season in the hope things will improve. Similarly, 
the club will not be hosting the annual In-Sync Club 
Championships this season. This is disappointing 
too, but unavoidable given we would not be able to 
get interstate officials to travel here and quarantine 
for two weeks. Likewise, the Sydney Synchro Fest 
competition has also been cancelled.

In more positive news, some teams are preparing 
to compete in the WAISA State Championships 
in October. It may not have the same feel of past 
competitions but it is an excellent way to focus 
training efforts and demonstrate the results of your 
hard work this year and I look forward to seeing you 
there. I believe it also shows that synchro skating has 
remained strong despite the challenges this year and 
all skaters can feel proud of their efforts, especially 
for getting out of a warm, dry bed on a cold winters 
morning to go to training each week – well done to 
all. 

In the absence of the ISWA competition there are 
plans to have a club bonding morning after training 
in September. I hope everyone can be there for 
skaters and parents to get together for some fun 
outside training sessions. Also, to close this season, 
the club will host the annual exhibition skate in 
which all teams will perform a program. I’m looking 
forward to seeing everyone there too. Keep an eye 
out for more details to come.

Stay safe and best wishes,

brad scott 

   IMPORTANT DATES 2020

Saturday 12 September 

Club bonding – games in the park

Saturday 10 October 

WAISA State Championships

Saturday 21 November

ISWA Exhibition Skate  and end of season wrap-up  
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Team Reports

Cohesion – Adult Division

We’re so excited to be back training together! During 
our time away from the rink we kept in contact 
through Zoom meetings. We used this time to connect 
as a team and work on our flexibility. We were super 
excited to be back on the ice training together. We 
have been focusing on both our individual and team 
skills. Our goal for the remainder of the season is to 
create a program which strengthens our skills but 
attempting new elements and transitions.

kelley mccarthy

Infusion 2020

This season, both the Junior and Senior teams 
have combined in the face of adversity to continue 
developing their skills in preparation for the following 
season. As we have chosen not to compete this year, it 
has allowed the skaters to really hone their technical 
skating skills and focus more on skating as one rather 
than 16 individuals. The coaches and I are spending 
time on the basics so that the skaters will look more 
uniform when in a routine, as well as working on 
difficult turn series as an extra push in their skating 
abilities. Our original goals were to increase the 
teams’ speed in all aspects of their skating, perfect the 
challenging ‘duck-under’ spirals as well as practise 
and gain confidence in their lift elements off the ice. 
Recently the skaters have reevaluated their goals for 
the rest of the season and they want to perfect their pair 
element, which involves the death spiral, successfully 
complete a level 4 pivot block element – and hopefully 
be able to have it in their routine next season – and 
to continue working on their speed during more 
difficult skills not just in the basics. 

The coaches and I would like to see an increase in the 
skaters’ strength, fitness and flexibility so that we may 
take the lifts from the floor to the ice and to aid in the 
achievement of their death spiral goals. 

The coaches and I are very impressed with how the 
skaters have been working together so far: their drive 
to better themselves in their sport is exciting and we 
cannot wait for the rest of the year ahead to see how 
they continue to improve and achieve their goals

danielle broughton

Infusion 2020 – team bonding - 22 August

After another productive and focused training on 
Saturday morning, Infusion 2020 made its way to 
Bold Park for a five-kilometre bonding hike. We were 
able to get to know each other a bit more, stretch 
our legs and enjoy the beautiful trail, bush scenery 
and ocean view. We ate a delicious lunch together. A 
huge thank you to everyone who was involved and 
especially to Michele for organising the hike and 
preparing the lunch. 

abby wilson

Jitterbugs – Advanced Novice Division

Jitterbugs have been enjoying the opportunity to be 
back on the ice and training together. We have been 
working on general skating skills, incorporating some 
more difficult turns into our exercises and trying new 
field moves. In particular, we have been working on 
unsupported spirals for our move element, with a 
view to incorporating ‘duck under’ spirals later in the 
season. 

The team recently started work on our program for 
this year, which we will be skating at States and the 
end of year exhibition. For the team’s new skaters this 
will be a good opportunity to learn more difficult 
elements, whilst our more experienced skaters will 
have the chance to hone their synchro skills and skate 
with more confidence (plus perfecting their dance 
battle skills). We have been having a lot of fun with 
the ‘hip-hop’ theme and are looking forward to the 
program coming together. 

rachel norman

left: warm fuzzy jar 
from a bee
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Bees – Basic Novice Division

The Bees have now started working on their program 
and are developing their individual and team skills 
both on and off the ice. Shortly after returning to 
normal training sessions, we held a team bonding 
afternoon. The girls all brought along snacks and 
pillows and watched a movie together and then did 
some activities. They got into groups and had to draw 
a design of a costume and then present to the rest of 
the team. Then they made ‘Warm Fuzzy Jars’ for each 
other where they wrote nice notes and placed them 
in a jar. They all had a great afternoon and it really 
helped them to get to know each other and bond as 
a team 

corrinna rice

Fireflys – Development Team

It’s been a roller coaster ride for the first 6 months 
of this season. Everything started OK, then came the 
COVID-19 lockdown, limited access startup and now 
we are back on the ice in full force. To top it off we 
didn’t lose any skaters – in fact we gained another four 
girls from the Bluebirds after the closure of Extreme 
Ice Arena. We did however have a couple move up 
into the Bees.

The COVID-19 lockdown did set the training schedule 
back a bit – however the team has been working hard 
on skating skills and bonding as a team, and we are 
very excited to begin working on our program for this 
year. The Fireflys have loved working with the Bees 
when they can.

It’s still touch and go for States but it won’t be for a 
lack of enthusiasm from the girls, the parents or the 
coaching team.

tim shenton

Friends 

Happy 

Dedicated Committed 
Positive Passionate 

Respectful 
United 

Synchronised 

A family
We are ... Fun 

Determined 

Graceful

Grateful 
Motivated 

Driven to do our best 

Genuine 

Persistent

Team players 

Encouragers 

Brave 

Athletic 
Fit 

Healthy 

Enough

We are ...

Giving it  all  we have 

Never alone 
All in this together 

Good sports 

Big dreamers 

All able to shine 

Focused 

Powerful 
Stronger together

Kind 

Present 

Fearless

Cohesive 

Resilient 

Honest 

Spirited

We are ...

and Grateful
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TEAM PHOTOS FROM A VERY OUT OF THE ORDINARY YEAR 

bonding bees

fireflys
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infusion 2020

jitterbugs
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cohesion

infusion 2020 bonding day


